Abstract: Assessment of the running quality for internet of things (IoT) is an important scientific question. In this paper, we adopt model checking to solve this question. We extend living sequence chart (LSC) with time to model the demand for a system of IoT, and further add probability element to model the system itself. We present a framework to transform LSC with extensions into corresponding automata based on meta-model. So the model checking question between LSCs is changed into for automata. Through modifying and composing the obtained automata, we can obtain a standard probabilistic timed automaton. By inputting it into probabilistic model checker PRISM, we can calculate a probability, which reflecting the satisfying level of the original system to the demands. Since the system model which we use is more intuitive than classical formal model, it can be used more easily.
Introduction
Internet of things (IoT) is running based on internet and the traditional telecom network, in which all common physical objects can connect and communicate with each other by assigning independent IP addresses. Internet plus IoT constitutes 'wisdom earth', which is the hot topic worldwide (Gubbi et al., 2013; Torğul et al., 2016; Ali Shah et al., 2017; Abuarqoub et al., 2107) .
The 'reliability' for running of IoT is an important scientific question (Whitmore et al., 2015) . Although there is no uniform definition for 'reliability', we mean the ability for a system delivering reliable services in constrained time and environment. The ability is always quantitatively denoted as the value of probability. In this paper, it is researched for the 'reliability' of running of IoT, which is the reliability (probability) for system's running under the demand of design at a time constraint.
Model checking is a strict mathematical method to prove the correctness and reliability of a system running along with some properties, and will be used here to research the reliability of running of IoT. So the computing model for system's running should be depicted and analysed. Living sequence chart (LSC) is the modal extension of UML sequence diagram, and can denote the interaction relationships among the components in IoT intuitively. In this paper, the function and performance of IoT are modelled and denoted with LSC extended with the elements of time and probability (PTLSC) quantitatively.
To denote the property people want the system to obey, there are some selections. Several kinds of logics, such as PCTL, PTCTL, PCTL*, etc. are used popularly. Besides that, (Li et al., 2010 ) using a LSC enriched with time (TLSC) to describe the scenario the system running. (Alur et al., 1991; Chen et al., 2011) using timed automata to denote the system property. In this paper, we select TLSC as the tool to represent the property a system should obey as its visualisation.
To accomplish the above task of model checking, a model transformation framework is presented, which can transform a PTLSC into a network of probabilistic timed automata (PTA) based on meta-model through the platform of AMMA. By this way, the above question is changed into model checking of PTA against timed automaton. Then we let requirement automaton to 'observe' the running of system automata, and get a chance to composite the transformed automata into a single PTA. Finally, we use probabilistic model checker PRISM to accept the PTA and calculate a value of probability as the result of the model checking. A succinct case study is provided to illustrate the above skills.
The structure of the remainder of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the notations of PTA and PTLSC. Section 3 describes the transformation framework from PTLSC to PTA based on meta-model. Section 4 presents how to composite the system automata and requirement automata, and the usage of PRISM. The related works are presented by Section 5, and Section 6 concludes our work.
PTA and probabilistic timed LSC

Probabilistic timed automata
First we do some preparations for the following definitions. Let x and y be variables of non-negative real number recording time elapsing. X is the set of clock. A zone Z is a set of about clock variables as follows:
where x, y X, and -{<, , , >} is non-negative integer. Semantically, zone Z is the set of all clock valuations satisfying Z, and can be shown as . Z Zones(X) denotes the set of Z.
A (discrete probability) distribution over a finite set Q is a function μ:
For any q Q, the point distribution μ q means the distribution which assigns probability 1 to q. We use Dist(Q) represent the set of probabilistic distributions over Q.
Timed automata
Timed automata can model the character of a real-time system. A timed automaton is a tuple (L, l 0 , X, Act, Inv, E), where L is the set of locations, l 0 is the initial location, X is the set of clocks, Inv denotes the clock constraints while times keep elapsing in a location.
denotes the transitions between locations, where Act label the synchronising actions accompanying with the transitions. While one automaton sends a message, the other automata receive that message. These actions are denoted by Act. τ labels the non-synchronising actions occurring only within one automaton. Zones(X) represents the guards in a transition. A transition l 1 l 2 is permitted to occur only when inv(l 1 ) are satisfied with the guard in the transition. In a transition, some clocks can be reset to 0, and r is the set of such clocks.
UPPAAL (Larse et al., 1997 ) is a successful tool for model checking timed automata. UPPAAL extends above definition about timed automata in some notations, such as urgent location, committed location, urgent channel, committed channel, and broadcast channel (vs. binary channel). If an automaton cannot delay in a location and should leave it at once, the location is called urgent location. Committed location is a special kind of location. The output transition from a committed location has higher priority than from other locations. UPPAAL can model check a real-time system, made up of a network of timed automata. Timed automata communicate (i.e., synchronise) through channels. Each channel is an edge of an automaton labelled with an action belonging to Act. Urgent (committed) channel is the channel starting from urgent (committed) location. In UPPAAL, integer variable and Boolean variable are used as global variables to be shared by different timed automata.
Semantics of timed automata: a timed automaton (L, l 0 , X, Act, Inv, E) can be seen as a timed transition system TS = (S, Steps), where
Steps is satisfied if and only if: From the semantics of timed automata, we can see a running of a timed automaton is a sequence of states, connected through transitions.
Probabilistic timed automata
In a real-time system, transitions may occur in uncertain way. Actions and delays happen with a probability distribution. To denote these cases, we can extend timed automata with probability, and use the model of PTA. A probabilistic timed automaton (PTA) is a tuple (L, l 0 , X, Act, inv, pE) , where L, l 0 , X, inv are the same as in the timed automata. pE L × Zones(X) {Act τ}× Dist(2 x × L) is a probabilistic edge relation, denotes that for every l and r X, p(r, l ) > 0 and (l, g, a, p) Semantically, a PTA (L, l 0 , X, Act, Inv, pE) can be denoted as a timed probabilistic system TPS = (S, Steps),
Steps is satisfied if and only if:
,
While a PTA is located on a position, it can select to do timed transition or discrete transition. Figure 1 is a PTA modelling a communication protocol. The initial position of the PTA in the figure is m 0 . The invariant on m 0 and the guard on the probabilistic branches starting from m 0 is true, and these are ignored. The probability on the edge from m 1 to m 3 is 1, and it is also omitted in the figure. Timed automata can be seen as a special kind of PTA, where probabilistic distributions are only point distributions.
For probabilistic timed automaton, we can also extend it as UPPAAL done for timed automaton.
Probabilistic timed LSC
In the running of IoT, components in the system interact with each other widely. LSC is a visual tool to describe the interactions. Assume a message in component A should be passed to component D after the processes of component B and C one by one, and a result should feedback to A after D's process. The messages passed among the components are m 1 , m 2 , m 3 and m 4 . All of these actions can be denoted by the LSC in Figure 2 . Formal definitions for LSC and extended LSC are presented as follows. It is needed to say, LSC can not only include main chart as Figure 2 , but also pre-chart as the precondition to enter main chart (Li et al., 2010) . As the structures of main chart and pre-chart are the same, for simplicity, we focus on main chart. Pre-chart can be processed similarly as main chart.
Definition 1 LSC: a LSC is a tuple L = <I, Loc, ML, MO>, where
ML is the set of message labels in L.
Definition 2 probabilistic timed living sequence chart (PTLSC): a PTLSC is a tuple L = <I, Loc, ML, X, pMO, G, A>, where I, Loc and ML are the same as in LSC, and X is the set of clocks in L.
G Loc + × B(X), is the set of guards in L.
A Loc + × 2 X , is the set of clock resets.
, is the set of message accompanied with time constraint and nondeterminism, where Dist(L) is the probability distribution function from current location to locations at next hop.
Timed living sequence chart (TLSC): is a special PTLSC, in which the type of probability distribution is point distribution.
A framework to transform PTLSC to PTA based on meta-model
In this section, a method is presented to model IoT with PTLSC, and further transform PTLSC into PTA with XML format based on MDA. The concrete steps are: Tool Papyrus is used to model IoT; Transforming rules are constructed by ATL between MARTE meta-model and related automaton one, and conversion is implemented upon the rules based on MDA; TCS conversing rules are set up to further transform the XMI format of the above result to the XML one which can be processed directly for the following. Figure 4 is the diagram for these ideas.
Meta-models of MARTE and PTA
MARTE and its meta-model
MARTE means modelling and analysis of real-time and embedded systems. UML profile for MARTE adds capabilities to UML for model-driven development of real-time and embedded systems (RTES), and provides support for specification, design, and verification/validation of RTES (OMG, 2008) . MARTE has supported by the tool Eclipse Papyrus (CEA LIST Team, 2007) . IoT can be considered as a network of RTES, where time constraints and non-determinism are always occurring. MARTE analysis model is intended to support accurate and trustworthy evaluations using formal quantitative analyses based on sound mathematical models. MARTE analysis model is denoted by generic quantitative analysis modelling (GQAM) package. The package GQAM_workload is a part of GQAM, which describes workload and behaviour concerns. WorkloadBehaviour is a container for one or more behaviours, and streams of request events.
The behaviour in response to a trigger event is described by a BehaviourScenario, which is composed of sub-operations called steps. The predecessor successor relationship between steps may be a simple sequence, or it may be branch (one predecessor step, multiple successor Steps, each with a probability of selecting that branch), fork (one predecessor step, multiple successor steps, indicating that all successors are executed logically in parallel). Here probability is a common non-functional property in a RTES. A BehaviourScenario may be represented by an interaction, state chart or activity diagram. Figure 5 is an abbreviation of GQAM_Workload package of the GQAM domain model (OMG, 2008) .
The variables of BehaviourScenario and step in Figure 5 are explained as Table 1 ( OMG, 2008) . 
PTA's meta-model
In order to implement the transformation of MARTE to PTA, the meta-model of PTA is given in Figure 6 . This meta-model is isomorphic with that of MARTE, both obeying the meta-meta-model of KM3 about UML.
In Figure 6 , a group of PTAs constitute a network of PTA (NPTA). A PTA can be denoted with a template. A template of PTA is composed of several locations, ProbTransitions and Parameters. Every ProbTransition denotes a transition from source location to target location, accompanied with a probability value. Label is an expression of clock constraint, and can be used as invariant on location or guard and assignment on edge. 
ATL mapping rules and ATL model transformation
Mapping relations between variables of two meta-models
There are one to one mapping relations between some kinds of normal variables in MARTE and variables in PTA. The probability in MARTE maps to probability in PTA. The mapping relations between the variables related to clock in MARTE and the variables in PTA are represented in Table 2 . Where TimedConstraint and TimedObservation are variables in the time packet of TimeRelatedEntities.
Mapping relationship between the elements in the two meta-models
LSC is the extension of the sequence diagram of UML in modal. For simplicity, the basic part of LSC, the sequence diagram of UML, is discussed in this paper. The sequence diagram of UML denotes the timed sequence relations of the messages among the roles executing the functions of the system. PTLSC can be considered as the sequence diagram of UML extended with probability and time, and is called ptUMLSeq. A ptUMLSeq can be denoted with MARTE. The sequence diagram of UML is a kind of interaction diagram of UML, emphasising particularly on the message interchanges according to a time sequence among a number of lifelines. The meta-model of an interaction diagram can be presented as Figure 7 . Where, an interaction is a unit of behaviour that focuses on the observable exchange of information with messages between ConnectableElements, and is a specialisation of behaviour. Associations of an interaction are: When we use MARTE to denote ptUMLSeq, the mapping relationship between probability elements is as Section 3.2.1
Model transformation based on ATL
By ATL (Jouault et al., 2008) , we can transform the model described by MARTE into the automaton model PTA. Figure 8 is the configuration figure using ATL. In the figure, MARTE2NPTA.atl is the mapping rule from MARTE meta-model to PTA meta-model. The item UML2 is the meta-model representing MARTE. The item NPTA is the meta-model of PTA. Source Model is Example_MARTE.xmi, generated from MARTE. Target model is Example_PTA, the result of the ATL transformation.
Transformation of TCS and verification to PTA
Through the above transformation by ATL, we can obtain PTA from PTLSC. The typical tool to analysis PTA is Kwiatkowska et al. (2011) . PRISM is a notable probabilistic model checker developed by the Universities of Birmingham and Oxford. It is an open-source software tool, which accepts probabilistic models written in a textual modelling language. The result of the above transformation by ATL is the automata with XMI format. It is needed to converse it into XML format which can be input into PRISM directly. TCS ) is a general modelling tool (GMT) as a component in Eclipse, and can do conversion between text and model bi-directionally. Meta-model of PTA can be re-described according to syntax rules defined in TCS. Let the three elements -the automata with XMI format, meta-model of PTA and its description according to syntax rules of TCS, input into TCS, through the conversion of TCS extractor, PTA with XML format can be got, and it can be input into PRISM directly for further analysis. 
Case study of the transformation
In the following, we present an example which will use our skills from Section 3.1 to Section 3.4 in a real scenario of IoT. We first present the case in which a PTLSC is used to model system running and a TLSC for system demand. Then we give the transformation results using our above skills.
Case description
Assume there are two components A and B in an IoT. A send messages to B for information exchange. The interval of message sending is no less than 1 unit time. The probability of success of message sending is 0.9, and the probability of failure is 0.1 When B receives a message, it will send a response message to A within 2 unit times. These message interactions are depicted by a PTLSC as Figure 9 . Messages of sending success, sending fail, and of response are descripted by SendSucc, SendFail, and SendOK. Now assume there is a demand for the interaction: Success of message sending should be achieved within 3 unit times. The demand can be presented as a TLSC in Figure 10 . 
Transformation result
Using the skills in Sections 3.1 to 3.4, we can get a network of PTA as Figure 11 from Figure 9 . Since TLSC is a special kind of PTLSC, we can transfer TLSC using the same skill for PTLSC. From Figure 11 , we can obtain two same timed automata. That means, one demand is said by two times, so one of the time automata is preserved as Figure 12 .
Figure 12 A timed automaton o that expresses a requirement on the probabilistic timed system in Figure 11 (see online version for colours)
In Figure 11 and Figure 12 , migration for sending message is labelled with the end of '!', and one for accepting message is labelled with the end of '?'.
Trustworthy verification for IoT using scenario-requirement and visual system modelling
In this paper, we use a PTLSC to model an IoT, and use a TLSC to describe system properties, through the way of model checking, to check if the system satisfies the demands of the property at a level (probability), and assess the running quality of IoT. Using the techniques in Section 3, we can transform a PTLSC into a network of PTA. TLSC is a special kind of PTLSC, where the probability distributions are point distribution. So we can transform a TLSC into a network of timed automata with the same technology. So the model checking problem for PTLSC vs. TLSC is conversed into for a network of PTA vs. timed automata.
After reviewing the existing methods to solve the similar questions, we are interested in the method of 'observe' (Li et al., 2010) . In this method, timed automata (or other kinds of models that can be transformed to them) are used to express the requirements on the system composed of a network of timed automata. To verify the running of the system, It is needed to compose the automata in the system and the one expressing requirements. In the composing process, every one of requirement automaton acts as an observer automaton. Every time a discrete transition occurs in the system, a message is sent to notify the observer timed automaton. Through this way, the observer timed automaton can 'observe' what have happened in the system. After these processing, the system and the observer automaton are input into the real-time model checker UPPAAL for final verification.
We can adapt the idea to process our question. In our setting, the system specification is still denoted using timed automata, but the system itself is represented by a network of interactive PTA. We can use the specification automata as observer timed automata to 'observe' the system running the similar as above. It is realised by defining some rules in the new background. After that, we further define the ways to compose the PTA in the system, and the observer timed automata. The final composed result is a standard probabilistic timed automaton. We can input it to the probabilistic model checking tool Kwiatkowska et al. (2011) , and obtain a maximal or minimal probability, for judging the original satisfying relation.
Compose a timed automaton with a network of
PTA with UPPAAL style
The rules to modify specification automaton and system automata with UPPAAL style
In the following, we present the rules to modify system automata S and specification automaton O, in order for the specification automaton to observe the system running. In a PTA as a part of the system S, for each probabilistic branch pb = (l 1 , ch!, g, r, prob, l 2 ) where prob = p(l 1 , r, l 2 ) is the probabilistic edges, we add an intermediate committed location 1 l between l 1 and l 2 , and a probabilistic branch between 1 l and l 2 . The probabilistic branch between l 1 and 1 l is the same as pb except that the target location name is changed to 1 . l The probabilistic branch between 1 l and l 2 is assigned as Figure 13 is a probabilistic timed system composed of two interactive PTA A and B (which can be regarded as a simplified version of Figure 12) . PTA A models a messagesending process. A message can be sent from location m 1 . With probability 0.9, the message is sent successfully. But with probability 0.1, message sending fails. Accompanying with the success, there is a transition to m 2 with action SendSucc! under the condition x >= 1. Accompanying with the failure, there is a transition to m 3 with action SendFail!. After the latter transition, clock x is reset. In location m 3 , the same message will be sent again as in location m 1 . PTA B models a message receiving process. While a message is received, there is a transition with action SendSucc? from location n 1 to n 2 occurring. Figure 14 is the modified version of Figure 13 according to the djusting rule for PTA. Here we do not do any modification for the action SendFail!. That is because the action SendFail does not include in the set of actions of PTA B [ Figure 13(b) ] and the timed automaton O (Figure  11 ) expressing the requirement, that means it is an internal action of PTA A, no modification will not affect the final result of probability calculation in the following. In O composed of a timed automaton, the name of the action in each edge is changed from ch? to cho?. Figure 15 is a timed automaton O that expresses a requirement on the probabilistic timed system in Figure 13 . It demands that the message sending should be succeeded in no more than 3 time units. In the running of O, there are two synchronising notifications which should come from PTA A of Figure 13 . When PTA A starts to send the first message, one synchronising notification should be sent to O to let clock z reset, and O enters into location t 1 . When PTA A sends a message to PTA B successfully, a synchronising notification should be sent to O, the corresponding action is SendSucc. If the latter notification is received by O under condition z <= 3, O transits to location t 2 . Figure 16 is the modified result of Figure 15 according to the rules. In PTAs, we can use a global Boolean variable MayFire to strengthen the committed transitions' happen. In the non-committed location, MayFire is kept to true, transitions can occur freely. In the committed location, MayFire is set to false, which means only the transitions starting from this committed location can occur, and other transitions cannot fire. In Figure 14 (a), MayFire is set to false in location 2 , m and kept true in other locations.
The rules to compose above automata
Composition of a network of PTA
To model a complex probabilistic timed system (or to performance evaluate a complex timed system), composing of interactive components, we can use a network of PTA. In the description for PTA, Act and τ has the same meanings as in the timed automaton. a Act. Furthermore, for the action a of sending a message, we can use a!; for the corresponding action of receiving the message, a? can be used. τ is a set of internal actions in a PTA, which do not affect other PTAs.
Let
and assume X i X j = . We give the following definition: the parallel composition of two PTA w 1 and w 2 is the probabilistic timed automaton 1 2
Such that 1 Act Act 1 Act 2 is declared as committed if and only if they are committed in at least one of PTAs. 
c a Act τ 1 τ 2 , there exist (l i , g i , a, p i ), such that g = g i and p = p i × µ( , l j ), but do not satisfy neither case a or case b. In these cases, i, j = {1, 2}, i j , and for any
In the parallel composition of two PTAs, MayFire is used to assort with the committed actions. It is easy to extend the number of PTAs in parallel composition from two to more.
The parallel composition of a network of PTAs with a timed automaton
From the definitions in Section 3, we can see that a timed automaton can be considered as the reduction of a probabilistic timed automaton, where all of the probability distributions are point distributions. So we can obtain the parallel composition of a network of PTAs with a timed automaton just using the definitions from Section 4.1.2.1. After the composition, we can obtain a standard PTA. Figure 17 is the composition result of A'||B'||O' in Figure 14 and Figure 16 . In Figure 17 , there are some transitions which can be realised only when synchronising notifications are received. Since this is the final composition result, these notifications will never be received, which means these transitions will not occur really. So we can cut these transitions. Figure 18 is the result after these cuts. We can ignore the sending label in the final model, and just write SendFail! as SendFail since the composition has finished. Proof: Comparing to Theorem 3 of Li et al. (2010) , a brief descriptive proof can be given. Kwiatkowska et al. (2011) is a notable probabilistic model checker developed by the Universities of Birmingham and Oxford. We use PRISM to calculate the probability of Prob((S'||O') (l min l max )), the input probabilistic model to PRISM is a typical probabilistic timed automaton from the composition of S'||O'. The property to be verified is l min l max . Here l min and l max represent the initial location and the end location of O'. From Figure 10 , l min = t 1 , and l max = t 2 . We assume the initial location vector of S' is unique, then the initial location vector of S'||O' is unique containing the ingredient of l min . There are always multiple end location vectors of S', so the end location vectors l containing the ingredient (expressed as . o l l ) of l max are always a finite set. In Figure 19 , the initial location is (m 1 , n 1 , t 1 ), and the end locations are {(m 2 , n 2 , t 2 )}, which are circled with black bold. Since the property to be verified contains no time constraint, we have no limitation on the engines of Kwiatkowska et al. (2011) .
The usage of PRISM
We can use the formula (Kwiatkowska et al., 2007 ) uses PTA to model systems exhibiting both timed and probabilistic characteristics, and used PTCTL to describe properties of the systems, and furthermore the symbolic model checking algorithms are presented based on zones. For research work about model transformation based on meta-model, paper (Zhang et al., 2009 ) presents a representative case study of bridging UML/MARTE to FIACRE. The model transformation is implemented between meta-models based on platform AMMA.
Against to these works, we model the real systems as PTLSCs, and describe the system specification using TLSC, so we face different questions. In our work, we transform PTLSC into PTA, using the skills similar to Li et al. (2011) based on AMMA, but the source and goal model of the transformation are different. So we focus the definition of meta-model about MARTE to include the additional elements of time and probability, and present the definition of meta-model about PTA, and setup the mapping rules between the meta-models.
In modelling and validation of services of IoT, paper (Li et al., 2011 ) models the IoT services and their interacted environment entities as a network of time automata, and uses the existing model checking skills and tools to verify the correctness of IoT services models. Comparing to this work, we focus on the trustworthiness verification of IoT using PTLSC against TLSC, which includes the element of probability in the system model and is a visual tool.
The most related work of our paper is Li et al. (2010) , which models a real-time system as a network of timed automata or a set of TLSC, and also uses TLSC as the system specification. In Li et al. (2010) , TLSC is explained as timed automata using the method of direct mapping, and some related tools are developed. Against to this work, we transform PTLSC into PTA based on platform AMMA, so we need not develop additional tools for our transformation, and also we can implement reuse more easily.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a formal method for assessing the running quality of IoT. In the method, we present a model transformation framework based on meta-model, to transform a PTLSC into a network of PTA. Also, we give a method to combine the automata representing system model with the automata for system requirement. Since the system model is more intuitive than classical formal model, it can be used more easily.
In our method, there are still some manual operations, for example, modification of normal automata to let them own UPPAAL style. As the future work, we will design software tools to implement them automatically.
